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XTREME WEATHER

WOOD SEALER

Product Specifications
Restrictions: Apply when air and surface
temperature
90° F.

are above 45° F and below

Weight Per Gallon: 7.70
Solids by Weight: 54.48
VOC: Less than 200 G/L
Paintable: No
Flashpoint: 105° F
Type: Clear, Semi-transparent
Vehicle: Solvent
Finish: Flat
Colors: 11
Containers: 1 Gallons, 5 gallons
Coverage: Approximately

200 - 400
square feet per gallon, depending on
porosity of wood.

Drying Time: Approximately

24 to 48
hours depending on temperature, 30 days
to full cure. All times are temperature and
moisture dependent.

Clean up: Mineral Spirits
Application: Bristle Brush, sprayer
Reduction: None
Cure: Air Dry
Substrate: Wood

For More Information
contact your nearest dealer
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WOOD hlLlR FACTS
RYMAR XTREME WEATHER WOOD SEALER is a ~igh solids low VOC flat oil base sealer that gives
wood a rich, beautiful semi-transparent look. It
wet on wet coating that will last for years.
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#7600 Honey Brown

#7610 Clear

#7620 Translucent Nectar

#7625 Natural Cedar Honey

#7630 Translucent Sienna

#7635 Natural Cedartone

MILITARY SPEC ADDITIVE is a proprietary additive used by the military to enhance
the longevity of coatings for specltic applications.
NANO PARTICLETECHNOLOaiy We continue the revolution in exterior wood sealers
from Rymar with cutting-edge Naho Particle technology. We incorporate particles so fine
that approximately 3000 will fit o~ the cross section of a hair. This super tight, layered
shield gives unsurpassed protedlpn against abrasion, UV light and moisture. Colors will
also remain more vibrant, longer than ever before.
SUNSEAL SUNSCREEN We i~lorporate

special ultra violet absorbers to help retard
premature graying of wood. Alori~ with ultra violet stabilizers w~ use special pigments
and other proprietary additives to help block out any other ultra violet light that may
penetrate through to the surface. I)
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CITRONELLA OIL Citronella oil, is a naturally occurring organic substance obtained
from leaves of Asiatic lemon oil g~ass. Commonly used as a natural mosquito repellent,
Rymar Wood Sealer with citronella oil may help keep those pesky insects away when
properly applied to your project I
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CHEW STOP Is a natural peppe] additive that helps prevent a~imals fro~ chewing on

•

wood. Discourages bees, bugs, spiders and birds and may also help discourage some
types of mold growth to help kee~.the sealer looking new longer - naturally .

, #7640 Translucent Ember

#7645 Sequoia
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NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC
allows for good penetration
protection of the substrate.
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A blend of Supreme linseed oil and synthetic oils
of ~~e wood and still gives a surface build for greater
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PTFE
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#7655 Pine Cone
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PTFE Is used to both repel waterj and help protect against weather erosion.

WATER REPEL:LENT Other sq icalled water repellent wood sealers can't match the
water beading qualities of our sealer. Along with the oils and PTFE you get superior
water protection. While most otH~rs last for a very short time, ours beads like nothing
you've seen before. In order to h~IP stabilize wood you must keep out moisture.

#7660 Hickory Bark

NOTE! Do a test: Try a
brushout on your project to
ensure the color and product
is what you want before
doing your entire project.
Colors may vary from the
printed colors shown.

